Human Rights Approved Courses
Fall 2004

Public Health
IH 504  Applied Public Health Advocacy
IH 507  Health as Social Justice (same as NRSG 686)
IH 590R Interdisciplinary Perspectives in Human Rights (same as PS585 and LAW819)

Nursing
NRSG 708  Health Care Ethics
NRSG 686  Health as Social Justice (same as IH 507)

Graduate School
PS585  Interdisciplinary Perspectives in Human Rights (same as IH596R and LAW819)
RLE700R Topics in Ethics: Democratic Practices and Christian Ethics (same ES698)
WS571 Feminist Theory
WS 585 Women and Development (same as SOC 729)

Law School
LAW635 Advocacy for Children
LAW653 International Criminal Law
LAW686 Law, Morality and Human Rights
LAW 688 Concepts of European Capital Punishment
LAW690 International Human Rights
LAW711 World Law
LAW732 International Law
LAW802 Slavery and Anti-slavery
LAW813 Sexuality and gender
LAW819 Interdisciplinary Perspectives in Human Rights (same as IH596R and PS585)